Hello! I'm the lovable Indestructible Grad Student of Chaos and these are my good friends Clucky the Chicken and Munch the Hungry Squirrel. Welcome to this special edition of Graduate Student Training:

Why are you talking into an Ice Cream Cone?

BOWLING! First, we throw the ball like this...

Now that we've mastered "throwing the ball," we can try aiming it...

We can also try using fancy techniques, like putting a spin on the ball...
Closing our eyes...

Throwing two balls at the same time...

...and throwing the ball in the wrong direction!

Wow, Mister, that was a really great shot! Thanks!

Your ball went into the gutter again. Hmm... I wonder what I'm doing wrong.
Mwa ha ha! You cannot hit any pins because all other bowling balls obey my every command? I am the Bowler Ball of Terror! The only way to defeat me is to knock down all the pins, but I won't let you. Mwa ha ha.

Look how tiny Munch is compared to those giant pins. If I throw Munch, he'll eat all the pins and get big and fat! So?

Hey! If I have to tell you not to do that again... It's ok, Good Bowling alley employees. I'm a great student!

Great job, lovable, indestructible great student of chaos! Let's go get some bubble tea.

Can I come?
Sure! Clucky's Paying.

What do we do?
I know! Roll Munch onto a ball and throw him at the pins.

So, I have a better idea! Wait here, guys.

No! You knocked all the pins... in every lane. I should have said you had to knock them over legally.

And so...